Abstract. A case study of the dayside cusp/cleft region during an interval of stationary magnetospheric convection
Introduction
Intervals of the stationary magnetospheric convection (SMC) during southward interplanetary magnetic ®eld (IMF) have become an important aspect in magnetospheric studies (see, Sergeev and Lennartson, 1988; Sergeev et al., 1994 Sergeev et al., , 1996 Yahnin et al., 1994) . Their existence demonstrated that stationary, or quasi-stationary, conditions can prevail in the nightside magnetosphere over a long time. These observations are in contrast to the concerns on the``pressure balance inconsistency'' in a stationary magnetosphere (Erickson and Wolf, 1980) which indicated an instability of the adiabatic lossless convection. Thus it was demonstrated, indirectly, that the large-scale convection is neither adiabatic, nor lossless. Indeed, later stationary models of the nightside magnetosphere were constructed where the magnetic ®eld radial pro®le within the plasma sheet had a minimum (Hau, 1991; Erickson, 1992) , and lateral loss of the particles (mainly in the eveningside direction) was considered. However, the reasons for the magnetospheric stability during long SMC periods with IMF-B z < 0 are still not fully understood. Thus it seems interesting to study in detail the data on the dayside cusp region and on the nightside oval during an SMC period to see if there are any peculiarities with respect to typical established patterns.
On the dayside, the magnetosheath plasma is supposed to be injected to the cusp¯ux tubes through a region of decreased magnetic ®eld and turbulent stagnant plasma in the outer cusp region of the dayside magnetopause (see, for example, Savin et al., 1997) . After merging on the frontside of the magnetosphere in the subsolar and cusp regions (if IMF-B z < 0) or lobe/ cusp/cleft interface region (if IMF-B z > 0), ions injected from the reconnection point (or line) at the same time, but with dierent ®eld-aligned velocities, will convect poleward (equatorward) with the same E´B convection speed and precipitate in the cusp ionosphere at dierent latitudes: it is the well-known velocity ®lter eect ®rst modelled by Rei et al. (1977) and characterized by an observable dispersion, such that energy will decrease (increase) with increasing latitude. Large amount of work was done to interpret these low-altitude velocity dispersed ion pro®les and other features in the cusp particle injections (Cowley, 1982; Newell and Meng 1987 , 1991 , b, 1995 Newell et al., 1989 Newell et al., , 1991a Newell et al., , b, 1995 Lundin 1992a, b, 1993; Lockwood and Cowley, 1992; Lockwood and Smith, 1992; Sibeck, 1992 Sibeck, , 1993 Onsager et al., 1993; Yamauchi and Lundin, 1994; Sotirelis et al., 1997, and others) . Recent studies of the ion velocity dispersion in the cusp from low-altitude satellites (see, for example, Bosqued et al., 1985; Newell and Meng, 1991; Onsager et al., 1993; Sotirelis et al., 1997) and from medium-altitude satellites (Woch and Lundin, 1992a, b) have shown that often the``wing'' of the dispersion is observed, either a high-, or a lowlatitude one. It appeared that during the IMF-B z < 0 periods, accelerated magnetosheath ions are observed mostly at the equatorward side of the cusp, while much colder ions from the plasma mantle are observed poleward form it, with the intensity and average energy decreasing with the latitude within the polar cap. We shall follow the de®nitions of the dayside precipitation regions established in these papers.
Dayside geophysical measurements at ionospheric altitudes during a particular SMC interval, November 24, 1981, have been already summarized in Despirak et al. (1994) and Yahnin et al. (1994) . These data demonstrated that generally the large-scale patterns of convection and particle precipitation on the dayside occur as usual for such IMF-B z < 0 conditions. The former authors studied the cusp location and its relation to other ionospheric structures using the particle measurements on board the NOAA-6 and -7 satellites along with the large set of ground-based cusp observations. In agreement with previous studies, they concluded that the cusp is a spot of enhanced low-energy particle precipitation centred near noon. The``cusp region'' was shown to be located in the gap of bright discrete auroral arcs pattern and in the longitudinal sector of the dayside convection throat where sporadic auroral rays, but not arcs, were sometimes noted from ground-based observations. It is not clear whether arc-like poleward moving features usually observable in the 630 nm emission in the cusp (see, Sandholt et al., 1996; Yeoman et al., 1997) were indeed absent, or were indistinguishable by the photographic all-sky camera data.
During this SMC period the cusp region as well as the nightside auroral zone, were crossed by the lowaltitude polar orbiting AUREOL-3 satellite. The AUR-EOL-3 satellite data will allow ®rst to get detailed information about the plasma close to the cusp region, i.e. in the space-limited region which is presumably the ionospheric footprint of the dayside reconnection site(s). In the present study we present detailed data on the small-scale plasma characteristics during the northern cusp crossing (pass 840N). In a companion work (Galperin and Bosqued, 1998) , we shall consider subsequent data from the eveningside and then premidnight oval crossings (same pass, Northern, then Southern Hemisphere). Also some of the reasons are discussed there why substorms did not develop during at least this SMC interval, in contrast to typical prolonged intervals of IMF-B z < 0.
To our knowledge, the ®rst experimental evidence for the MLT-limited, spot-like cusp geometry of the magnetosheath plasma entry to ionospheric altitudes, as opposed to the elongated cleft geometry popular at that time, was obtained from the AUREOL and AUREOL-2 satellites by Cambou and Galperin (1974) , Gladyshev et al. (1974) , Sauvaud et al. (1980) , see also a review in Cambou and Galperin (1982) . Then, the voltage drop due to the reconnection at the cusp (in modern terminology, across the convection throat) deduced from the magnetic¯ux U through measured cusp``spot'' area, divided by the time s of a plasma¯ux tube crossing of this area, was evaluated as 30 kV for relatively quiet conditions (Cambou and Galperin, 1974) . Recent results by Newell and Meng (1995) give an average value of 31.4 V/km along the merging line projection to ionospheric altitudes (separatrix), which when multiplied by the typical longitudinal extent of the cusp (1500 km) give a comparable value of the average total potential drop across the cusp convection throat. It is interesting to compare these values deduced from statistical averages of the data from many singular cusp crossings with the essentially 2D cusp pattern obtained for this SMC period using the compendium of measurements collected by Despirak et al. (1994) , and Yahnin et al. (1994) complemented by the AUREOL-3 detailed data.
The ®nal aim of this work is to incorporate the smallscale phenomena observed into the more global perspective already published (see Yahnin et al., 1994) , a task hardly feasible during variable conditions and, then, to shed a new light on the small-scale structure of the cusp region processes during the SMC period. This paper will be organized as follows. In Sect. 2 the instrumentation will be brie¯y introduced; Sect. 3 will be devoted to the presentation of the experimental results on pass 840N, concentrating the presentation on smallscale phenomena, ®eld-aligned currents, perpendicular heating, low-frequency noise emissions. In Sect. 4 the observed small-scale layering of the ®eld-aligned currents (FACs) found in the LLBL/cusp region will be discussed and, then, some implications on the merging site properties at the magnetopause will be addressed. By using complementary NOAA satellites passes to estimate the cusp extent, the recently merged magnetic ux will be evaluated, as well as the cusp merging contribution to the total cross-polar cap potential dierence.
Instrumentation
The three axis-stabilized AUREOL-3 satellite was launched on September 21, 1981 into a low-altitude polar orbit (perigee: 410 km, apogee: 2000 km, inclination: 82.5°) and was in operation for nearly 6 y. Description of the scienti®c payload has been published elsewhere (Galperin et al., 1982; see also Annales de Geophysique, special issue, 38, N 5, 1982) .
Here the particle data were provided by: (a) the ®xed-energy/four channel electrostatic spectrometer RIEP-2802 instrument, for two energy levels (0.1 and 1.8 keV) both for electrons and ions , and (b) the SPECTRO particle instruments (Bosqued et al., 1982) which included a set of multidirectional electrostatic spectrometers (ROT instrument) scanning the 0.03±20 keV energy range in $1.6 s, and viewing dierent pitch angle directions, and two energy-mass spectrometers (ION1 and ION2) separating H + , He + and O + ion species from several eV/e till 14 keV/e, along 2 directions, $60°and $120°pitch angle.
Magnetic ®eld three-component measurements were made by the TRAC instrument (Berthelier et al., 1982a) which digitized the output of the standard onboard magnetometer designed for attitude determination with a time resolution of 80 ms or lower, depending on the telemetry mode. In the data processing we used both DB x and DB y components of variations (in the horizontal plane), but show only the dominant DB y component data here. AC electric and magnetic ®elds were measured by the wave complex ONCH-TBF , from which only ®lter-bank data were used on the pass 840N through the cusp/cleft region. The ISOPROBE instrument (BeÂ ghin et al., 1982) to measure electron density, temperature and their¯uctu-ations, was a double interferometric mutual impedance probe.
Besides the AUREOL-3 data we use here the measurements from the NOAA-6 and NOAA-7 satellites obtained through the World Data Center A. Particle detectors onboard the NOAA satellites consist of three groups of instruments: TED, measuring the electrons and protons within the energy range of 0.3± 17 keV, MEPED, measuring particles with energies more than 30 keV, and HEPAD, measuring very energetic (hundred of MeV) protons and alpha particles (see Hill et al., 1985) . The data appropriate for the cusp study were provided by the TED and MEPED instruments. They include the total energy¯ux obtained by integrating the data from 11 energy channels, the dierential particle and energy¯uxes in energy ranges of 0.300±0.458, 0.770±1.088, 1.718±2.349, and 3.610± 4.870 keV, and the energy which corresponds to the maximal energy¯ux in the measured spectra from TED, and the location of the trapping boundary for energetic electrons from MEPED.
The invariant and other geophysical coordinates were calculated by the CADR program . It uses, in its contemporary PC-compatible form CADR-4, the IGRF-90 magnetic ®eld expansion and Tsyganenko-87 magnetospheric model, to calculate, along an orbit and at its conjugate points, the invariant coordinates of the satellite, and other relevant geophysical parameters.
Observations
During the pass 840N on November 24, 1981, in the dayside near noon sector, AUREOL-3 was moving poleward and duskward and, between 0738 and 0741 UT, crossed the successive precipitation regions identi®ed on the particle spectrogram (see Fig. 1 ) as the dayside extension of the near-Earth plasma sheet (PS), low latitude boundary region (LLBL), or boundary cusp, and plasma mantle (PM), according to the de®nitions introduced by Newell and Meng (1992b) , and Woch and Lundin (1992a, b) . This pass occurred during rather stable IMF conditions as monitored by ISEE-3 (204.5; 90.0; A5.7 R E ) with IMF-f z $ À4X95 nT; IMF-f y $ 1X7 nT; x sw $ 4 cm À3 ; sw $ 320 km s (evaluated for an estimated delay of $67 min for the solar wind arrival to the cusp region). The AE index was relatively stable at about 360 nT. In agreement with the previous statistical studies (Newell et al., 1989) ,the cusp region for these IMF conditions was displaced from the average location equatorward to ILAT $70.5±72.0°, presumably due to the prolonged period with IMF-B z < 0, and it was extended from prenoon ($09.7 MLT) till postnoon ($13 MLT), see below.
Particle results
As shown on the electron spectrogram ( Fig. 1) provided by the SPECTRO instrument, moving poleward in the noon sector, the AUREOL-3 satellite from 0738:00 to 0738:53 UT (ILAT = 68.17°±70.44°) crosses, within the trapping boundary, a band of diuse auroral electron precipitation originating from the dayside extension of the near-Earth plasma sheet. Just at the poleward edge of this diuse precipitation band, de®ned at $0738:53 UT as an abrupt decrease of the keV electrons, near the trapping boundary, several important features appear on the spectrogram as well as on the current, electron/ ion¯ux, cold plasma and wave pro®les ( Fig. 2a±e) and will be described. In the following this boundary may be considered as the equatorial boundary of the cusp/cleft region.
3.1.1 First interval: 0738:53±0739:20 UT. First of all, just poleward of the equatorial boundary, between 0.738:57 and 0.739:10 UT (see Fig. 1 ), the ion spectrogram displays an oblique ion dispersion structure with the energy decreasing towards higher latitudes. If this ion dispersion structure is interpreted as a velocity-®lter eect, then the parallel energy of peak¯ux, i k , can be expressed as a function of latitude ILAT (Rei et al., 1977) :
where i Â faf 2 is the convection drift component along the satellite trajectory (poleward and duskward), h is the distance along the magnetic ®eld line from the injection point to the ionospheric observation point, sve I is the latitude of the``injection'' ®eld line. The parameters of the ®t, Á h and sve I , are 3.396 km s A1 R E and 70.23°ILAT, respectively (Fig. 3) . We shall use these parameters to infer the location of the source.
Data provided by the ®xed energy detector RIEP-2802 allow a detailed and small-scale analysis at the same time interval (Fig. 4) . It seems very interesting to notice a prominent 100 eV ion spike detected at $0738:53±54 UT (see Fig. 4b ); the most striking feature is that at this time the AUREOL-3 satellite is crossing exactly the latitude sve I of the injection ®eld line. This spike cannot be detected by the ROT instrument (spectrogram shown in Fig. 1 ) as this instrument was scanning higher energies at that time. Flux in this narrow spike (1±1.5 s of time) is extremely high, up to 6´10 6 /(cm 2 s sr keV). This narrowness is not consistent with any signi®cant velocity-latitude dispersion of ions of about 100 km/s. Moreover, the 100 eV-ion spike at $0738:53±54 UT nearly coincides with the boundary of diuse electron precipitation, or the last closed ®eld line, and with the ®rst high intensity spike of 100 eV electrons (Figs. 2b and 4b). We may remark that such a coincidence of strong and localized ion and electron enhancements is a rather rare feature in our data.
The intense ion spike was centered at the region of an intense (3.05 lA m A2 ) downward current ( Fig. 4a ) which may be used as the indication of entering the region of a new plasma regime-the cusp.
At the time of the 100 eV ion spike, i.e., around 0738:54 UT, ISOPROBE results (see Fig. 2d ) show a rather smooth pro®le of cold plasma electron density and temperature. The electron density throughout this whole cusp/cleft region was in the range 2±3´10 3 cm A3 , and the absence of sharp gradients probably means that no signi®cant ionospheric plasma¯ow shears were crossed here. Besides that at such a high electron density no signi®cant electric potential of the satellite with respect to plasma could form during the energetic particle bursts to modify the particle measurements data.
After this unique ion intensity spike at the equatorial boundary of the cusp/cleft region, and up to $0741 UT, the 100 eV electron intensities remain high (see spectrogram in Fig. 1 ) and very structured (Fig. 4b) . According to the de®nitions introduced by Newell and Meng (1992b) , and Woch and Lundin (1992a, b) , this region can be considered as the ionospheric mapping of the LLBL region. In this region 1.8 keV proton intensity also suddenly increases poleward/eastward from the ®rst spike ( Fig. 4c ) and reaches 7´10 5 /(cm 2 s sr keV) at 0739:05 UT. Later on the 1.8 keV proton intensity remains rather high, and less structured than the 100 eV electrons, throughout all the cusp/cleft region, gradually decreasing by 0741 UT, but extending further poleward/ duskward (see later).
3.1.2 Time interval 0739:20±0740:10 UT. Coming back to the large-scale precipitation pro®les, a short distance further poleward along the pass, a second proton dispersion structure appears around 0739:29 UT, rather similar to the ®rst one, ending around 0739:37 UT, with lower energies at higher latitudes/eastward longitudes (see Fig. 1 ). Again, ®t of the dispersion curve ( Fig. 3) allows determination of the Á h and sve I parameters which, for the present case, are respectively 3.964 km s A1 R E and 71.07°ILAT. This``injection'' latitude coincides again with the time ($0739:14 UT) of the second prominent and narrow 100 eV ion intensity spike (Fig. 4b ).
Near the polar/eastward edge (lowest energies) of the second ion dispersed structure a new, the third one, but reversed proton dispersion structure is clearly detected between 0739:40 and 0739:56 UT (see Fig. 1 ), reverse dispersion meaning energy slightly increasing poleward. Together with the second ion dispersed structure it forms a unique doubleside feature resembling a VLF saucer, or a wing. If both sides of this``V-shaped'' dispersive feature are interpreted as a result of the velocity-®lter eect, an unique reversal of the plasma drift converging to the centre is implied here. However, in between these two dispersion wings, i.e. around 0739:31±0739:48 UT, the intensity of ions of several hundred eV increases, and the energy¯ux is mainly carried by ions in the 0.5±1 keV energy. This last interval, 0739:31±0739:48 UT, probably may be considered as the crossing of the``cusp proper'' (Newell and Meng, 1992b; Woch and Lundin, 1992a, b) , while not all the stated characteristics of this region are present. Nevertheless, this interval is marked``cusp proper'' in Fig. 4 . , as a function of the invariant latitude ILAT (degrees), for the two ion energylatitude dispersion events observed on pass 840. The dotted lines are the linear least square ®ts to the form (1), with the ®t parameters given for each line usp proper'', there is a general softening of the precipitating protons towards higher latitudes, indicative of a mantle-type precipitation (declining average ion energy and density with increasing latitude) (Fig. 1) . Highly structured low energy electrons and ions are intense up to $0742 UT (Fig. 2b, c) ; their¯ux decreases poleward, and the¯ux of low-energy 100 eV protons reaches the polar cap level of $1±2´10 5 /(cm 2 s sr keV) at 0742:30 UT (ILAT = 76.05, MLT = 14.01). Evidently, these latter, poleward¯uxes originate in the plasma mantle rather far tailward of the cusp.
Field-aligned currents
Entry of the AUREOL-3 satellite in the cusp region may be identi®ed by a sharp decrease of high energy electron intensities of the diuse auroral zone (see Fig. 1 , and Fig. 2b for 1.8 keV electrons), and by a narrow very intense downward ®eld-aligned current of 3.05 lA m
A2
. This boundary coincides with several other important features: the intense 100 eV ion spike described earlier (see Fig. 4b ), a start of increase of the 1.8 keV ion intensity, and a series of bipolar magnetic variations (Fig. 4a ) perpendicular to the satellite trajectory indicative of double-sheet ®eld-aligned currents (FACs).
On a large-scale, the FAC (smoothed from all the small-scale currents) was downward till about 0739:55 UT, i.e. all along the cusp region, but changed to the upward one in the mantle region till about 0743 UT (ILAT = 76.34°, MLT = 14.36).
On a smaller scale, as shown in detail in Fig. 4c , when the satellite enters the region where the electron intensity at 1.8 keV drops sharply, i.e., from 0738:54 UT, the intensity of 100±300 eV low-energy electrons increases and displays a very irregular, bursty pattern. Small-scale bursts with intensities ³2±3´10 7 /(cm 2 s sr keV), marked (1), (2), ¼ (6) in Fig. 4b , are sometimes seen on the ®xed-energy 1.8 keV electron¯ux pro®le, although less intense. Each of these electron intensity bursts coincides with a similar bipolar variation of the DB y magnetic component which may be interpreted as the crossing of a double ®eld-aligned current sheet; these successive 100 eV electron bursts carry a signi®cant part of the upward-directed current branch with a current density of about 1 lA m A2 , marked by grey vertical stripes on Fig. 4 . Concerning this evaluation it must be noted that the magnetic ®eld horizontal component variations are consistent, and interpreted, as resulting from crossing the extended current sheets. By comparing 100 eV electron and ion¯ux pro®les (see Fig. 4b ) some anticorrelation can be noticed between ion and electron intensities for a few electron bursts, for instance bursts (4) and (5). Moreover, some correlation is noticed between the locations of the downward directed current branches in the double current sheets and the intensity of ions of 100 eV and/or 1.8 keV (for instance on the right sides of bursts 2, 4, 5).
As already said, 100 eV electron and ion bursts persist at least till 0742:30 UT. Both the ROT spectrogram ( Fig. 1) and the RIEP-2802 data pro®les displayed in Fig. 2 show that ion and electron energies in these bursts reach 1±2 keV even rather deep in the mantle. However, the magnetometer data do not show any appreciable gradients in this region, thus the respective small-scale FACs stay low and/or very localized.
Electrostatic noise
ELF/VLF waves in a wide range of frequencies are also observed all along this AUREOL-3 pass. The electrostatic noise in the 100±200 Hz band (see Fig. 2e ) is strongly enhanced at $0738:30 UT, i.e., in the poleward part of the intense diuse electron precipitation where a large-scale downward ®eld-aligned current can be inferred from the hf y variations; similar behavior is observed within the frequency range 10±1000 Hz (not shown). A correlation between the start time of these broadband noises, downward ®eld-aligned current, and, possibly, of low-energy conics could be signi®cant in understanding of the origin of the``cusp ion fountain''.
Summary of observations from AUREOL-3
The large-scale precipitation regions crossed by the AUREOL-3 during the pass 840N, may be classi®ed using the criteria introduced by Meng (1987, 1992a, b) and Woch and Lundin (1992a, b) as follows:
a. The region crossed before 0738:53 UT (ILAT = 70.43) is undoubtedly the diuse auroral precipitation within the trapping region. b. The equatorial boundary of the cusp region was crossed at 0739:53±0739:55 UT and was distinct due to sharp decrease of the high energy electron intensities characteristic for the diuse auroral zone, by a narrow intense downward ®eld-aligned current, by sharp increase of the 1.8 keV ion intensity, and by an extremely intense spike of 100 eV ions, coincident with thè`i njection'' ®eld line of energy-latitude dispersed ions just poleward from this boundary. c. Poleward, the``boundary cusp'' region, or a LLBL, was crossed from 0738:55 UT to $0740:10 UT. Within this region the interval from 0739:31 to 0739:48 UT has many, but not all, the characteristics of the``cusp proper'', and may be tentatively classi®ed as such. d. Both equatorward and poleward from the``cusp proper'' so de®ned, rather intense small-scale double sheets of ®eld-aligned currents are seen. These current sheets, especially in their upward branches, are correlated with intense¯uxes of low-energy electrons ( 400 eV). e. Then, the mantle-type precipitation is present up to $0742:30 UT (ILAT = 76.0; MLT = 14.36); no appreciable ®eld-aligned currents are seen poleward from 0742 UT (ILAT = 75.7).
Discussion

Cusp location and extent
During the November 24, 1981 long SMC period a set of multi-spacecraft data was used to determine, at least approximately, not only the latitudinal width, but also the longitudinal extent of the``cusp proper'' region. However, the pattern of auroral features in the cusp/ cleft region, as observed by AUREOL-3 (A3) along this pass, is not fully characteristic of the``cusp proper'' according to Woch and Lundin (1992a, b) , but has some characteristics of the adjacent region which they called the``boundary cusp'', characterized by lower ion¯uxes and non-stationary moving precipitation structures. As all these features are observed along pass 840N, it is thus quite possible that the A3 indeed crossed the rather narrow (or intermittent)``cusp proper'', but mostly moved through the LLBL, or the``boundary cusp''. A3 probably crossed the``cusp proper'' when it passed the central part of the V-shaped ion dispersion form around 0739:31±0739:48 UT. In this region the average electron energy decreases sharply as can be deduced from the comparison of the intensities at 300 eV (ROT) and 100 eV (RIEP-2802), which is consistent with the typical low-temperature magnetosheath electron penetration in the``cusp proper''. At that time A3 is located at the geomagnetic noon (MLT = 12.0) at ILAT $ 71.7± 72.3.
The NOAA-6 (N6) and NOAA-7 (N7) satellites cusp crossings during this SMC interval were used to de®ne the cusp region locations, i.e. where the total ion energȳ ux in the 0.3±17 keV energy range exceeded 10 A3 and 10 A4 erg (cm 2 s) A1 (Despirak et al., 1994) . The criterion used for the cusp determination from the NOAA data was the existence of dispersed low energy proton precipitation poleward of the hard electron precipitation. In Fig. 5 we reproduce, as orbital segments in the ILAT-MLT frame the cusp region crossings by A3, N6 and N7. As far as its extent in MLT is concerned the pass 217N of N7 does not show¯uxes exceeding 10 A3 erg (cm 2 s) A1 eastward of 13 MLT. It means that the``cusp proper'' was most probably absent at MLT > 13 h. We have no data from the NOAA satellites at MLT < 09 h. But there were no cusp-like precipitations detected by DE-2 at 8.5 MLT from the data on the pass in this region about an hour earlier (D. Winningham, private communication). It provides some evidence that the cusp region was limited to later than $09 h MLT. As described in Despirak et al. (1994) , during the SMC period the identi®cation of the``cusp proper'' using A3 data would be consistent with the cusp locations given by N6 and N7 satellites by taking their ion energy¯uxes higher then 10 A3 erg (cm 2 s) A1 . Eectively, the A3 cusp location is in good agreement with that de®ned on pass 12524n of the N6 satellite, which occurred about 15 min earlier in UT than the pass 840N, and was very close to it in the ILAT-MLT frame. This ensures a coherent de®nition of the cusp boundaries on these satellites despite the dierence in the instruments used. The combination of this described satellite data allows us to construct a 2D pattern of the cusp region. On average for the total of 10 crossings of the cusp region its width in ILAT can be evaluated to be 0.73°a nd 1.2°(or 80.3, and 137.6 km at ionospheric altitude), for an ion energy¯ux exceeding 10 A3 and 10 A4 erg (cm 2 s) A1 , respectively. Its corresponding maximum extent in MLT is $3.4 or $2.6 h (i.e. $1750 or $1350 km), according to whether the dawn pass 12520 at somewhat higher latitude is included or not. We note a large longitudinal extent of the cusp found, the displacement of its centre to prenoon MLT for IMFf y b 0, and a skewness to higher latitudes at its late morning part. These particular characteristics are generally consistent with the form of the spatial 2D largescale convection pattern deduced in Despirak et al. (1994) . Also, they are qualitatively consistent with the location and skewness of the separatrix expected from the 2D average convection pattern for comparable u or IMF conditions according to Ruohoniemi and Greenwald (1996) (their Fig. 6 and 8) . The voltage drop along the separatrix location expected from these average potential patterns is comparable to that deduced from the above mentioned extent of the``cusp proper'' (see later).
Narrow ion intensity spikes
One of the most signi®cant and intriguing signatures in the ion precipitation are the two intense and narrow 100 eV-ion spikes, respectively detected at $0738:54 UT and $0739:14 UT. Their most striking feature is A4 erg (cm 2 s) A1 as light lines. Note that the invariant coordinates of the NOAA satellites, taken from Despirak et al. (1994) , were again computed by the CADR-4 program to make them comparable to the coordinates used for the A3 pass. Trapping boundaries of >30 keV electrons are indicated by stars their detection on the``injection'' magnetic ®eld line of the subsequent ion dispersion structure, the ®rst near the equatorial edge of the``boundary cusp'', the second close to the``cusp proper''. Each of these spikes was found within an enhanced downward current, in the lower latitude branch of small-scale double current sheets. Their narrowness in time/space (less than 1.5 s), and the rather low ion parallel velocity (not more than a couple of hundred km/s), could suggest that these intensity bursts are merely a time-limited, not spacelimited (by the satellite motion).
The exact coincidence (in latitude) of each of these two 100 eV ion spikes with the magnetic ®eld line of initial ion injection, as deduced from the slope of the respective energy-latitude dispersion structures, as well as their quasi-simultaneous detection at ionospheric altitudes with protons of much higher energy (2±4 keV), may suggest that these ion spikes are not E Â B dispersed and are probably excited at low altitude by an agent which propagates rather quickly from the reconnection site, presumably located at the outer cusp/ magnetopause. One of the possible candidates could be kinetic AlfveÂ n waves generated in short-time bursts of merging, or in small-scale regions of the magnetic ®eld dissipation/hot plasma releases, located somewhere at the outer cusp/magnetopause. The local velocity of kinetic AlfveÂ n waves is of order of 1000 km/s, an order of magnitude higher than the velocity of the 100 eV protons. Thus the direct proton acceleration between the walls of a kinetic AlfveÂ n wave does not seem to be really eective for this case, although it could play a role in acceleration of $100 eV electron spikes which are observed simultaneously. No signi®cant increase of the ELF wave intensity was noted at the time of these spikes.
Another possibility is a low-energy ion acceleration burst, probably at medium or low altitudes above the spacecraft. Although no information can be obtained on the time duration and pitch angle distribution of the ion spikes, such a burst could be accelerated by a ®eld-aligned electric ®eld. This could be either a quasi-steady downward directed electric potential dierence (created, for example, from sustained leakage of high energy electrons through the locally opened¯ux tubes), or eects of a kinetic AlfveÂ n wave from an impulsive reconnection burst in the outer cusp.
Consider the AlfveÂ n wave option ®rst. This kinetic AlfveÂ n wave location is just the same (in the cusp frame) as that of the 100 eV ion spike observed from A3. As the velocity of the 100 eV ions of the spike is much lower than that of an AlfveÂ n wave, and its perpendicular scale is supposed to be small, their detection at low altitudes will not be simultaneous. Indeed, Maynard et al. (1991) during a storm with f z`0 and f y ) 0 have registered from DE-2 a narrow ($0.5 s) and intense ($ AE50 mV/ m) bipolar electric ®eld spike just at the equatorial border of the cusp region/polar border of the diuse auroral precipitation, but no intense ion spike was observed from the DE-2 at this time.
With a quasi steady ®eld-aligned potential dierence it must persist at least during the¯ight time of the lowest energy ions in the ion dispersion structure (100 eV), during time s ! l k aV IMIN 7 i a130 km/s 345 s (see later for the choice of minimal path length l k ). This time is shorter, but comparable to the average interval between two injection bursts according to Lockwood et al. (1994) . The potential drop above the satellite needs to be near 100 V which will not aect signi®cantly the velocity-®lter results shown in Fig. 3 .
In summary, we suggest that in our case of the 100 eV ion spike some acceleration mechanism(s) was probably excited by a kinetic AlfveÂ n wave, resulting in an ion acceleration to $100 eV somewhere between the spacecraft and, probably, 1±2 i altitude, or a quasisteady downward directed electric ®eld existed during several minutes at the injection¯ux tube. A search for similar narrow bursts in the cusp/cleft region is presently continuing on the A3 data, when high time resolution data from the ®xed-energy spectrometer RIEP-2802 are available.
Local particle acceleration and small-scale current sheets
Most of the low-altitude features of the cusp/cleft/mantle regions observed during the A3 pass 840N are consistent with the results presented in previous studies (see Bosqued et al., 1991; Newell et al., 1991a; Newell and Meng, 1991 , b, 1995 Sandholt and Newell, 1992; Woch and Lundin, 1992a, b) . The large-scale FACs (downward within the cusp and upward in the postnoon mantle) are consistent with the scheme for f y b 0 deduced from the VIKING data by .
Interesting, while not unique (see e.g., Berthelier et al., 1989; Bosqued et al., 1991; Moen et al., 1994) , are the observations of multiple double FAC sheets and the systematic correlation between upward directed FACs and low-energy ($100 eV) electron intensi®cations; in a few of these sheets a simultaneous decrease of the 100 eV ion intensity is observed. This last observation is generally indicative of ®eld-aligned potential drops above the satellite, in the upward current branches. The perpendicular duration/scale of these current loops is of the order of 3±10 s or 20±70 km, with an upward current branch of about 2±3 s or 10±20 km. This is comparable to auroral arc widths often observed in this region (see Sandholt et al., 1996) . These results on smallscale FACs, low-energy particle¯uxes and plasma turbulence are similar to those obtained by Berthelier et al. (1989) in the prenoon and by Bosqued et al. (1991) in the postnoon sectors of the cusp region. Very similar small-scale particle¯ux variations in the cusp/cleft region (but without the simultaneous magnetic ®eld/ FAC measurements) were observed by Torbert and Carlson (1980) during a dayside rocket¯ight experiment. They concluded that local downward acceleration (deceleration) of low-energy electrons (protons) was due to the bursty appearance of ®eld-aligned potential drops at higher altitudes.
Throughout this study we assume, consistently with the magnetic ®eld data, that the observed horizontal magnetic ®eld deviations result from the crossing by A3 of extended current sheets on the near-noon part of the cusp equatorial boundary, or at the LLBL projection. In the absence of simultaneous imagery data it seems dicult to distinguish in our data between FAC sheets or more localized FACs, related to rayed auroral forms. However, ground-based optical measurements (all-sky camera in 630.0 nm) during a DMSP-F7 cusp crossing (Sandholt and Newell, 1992) , during similar IMF conditions f z`0 Y f y b 0, show cusp auroral emissions nearly symmetrical around the 11 MLT meridian, and elongated in longitude at its sharp equatorial edge.
Thus, we can conclude that the observed FAC layered structure probably re¯ects a complicated layered pattern of the FAC generator near the outer cusp/ LLBL/magnetosheath interface. We must notice that these FAC structures begin at the equatorial boundary of the``boundary cusp''. According to contemporary views (see Crooker, 1979; Crooker and Burke, 1991; Newell and Meng, 1992b; Kennel, 1995) , this part of the cusp region is mapped to the LLBL region at the dayside magnetopause and/or outer cusp at its duskside edge. This is the probable reconnection site for interplanetary conditions (IMFf z`0 Y f y b 0) prevailing during this SMC period. Thus this layering, or strati®cation, of the small-scale currents seems characteristic for the LLBL projection around noon, but not for the``cusp proper''.
Finally, even though the simplest way to interpret bipolar magnetic variations is in terms of double FAC (in®nite) sheets, this interpretation is by no means unique, and other types of current structures may be involved. Indeed, the optical observations of the cusp region show bunches of rays, weak unstable arcs and other small-scale auroral features (Vorobiev et al., 1988; Despirak et al., 1994) . From the all-sky camera data at Heiss island collected for November 24, 1981 (Despirak et al., 1994) , some localized bursts of auroral rays were noted within the``cusp region''. However, from the optical data, auroral arcs on the dayside were observed either only far enough in MLT from the``cusp region'', (see also Ohtani et al., 1995) , or at the equatorial edge of the``cusp proper'' (see Yeoman et al., 1997) , i.e. in thè`b oundary cusp'' considered to be within the LLBL projection. The signi®cance of these dierences in auroral structures apparently lies in the implied shape of the respective small-scale FAC generators and structures within and outside the``cusp region'' projection at the dayside magnetopause.
The small-scale ®eld-aligned currents (whatever their real shape is), closely associated with a highly structured and/or impulsive low-energy electron precipitation in the boundary cusp, or LLBL, evidently re¯ects the turbulent state of the stagnant magnetosheath plasma at the LLBL, and/or outer cusp, when IMF-f z ( 0. Detailed observations of this stagnant plasma in the outer cusp were recently performed by the INTER-BALL-1 (tail probe) and its subsatellite MAGION-4 (Savin et al., 1997; Simunek et al., 1997) . Apparently, this is the region where the small-scale current-generating regions (or FTEs, and/or small plasmoids) can be formed. Intensi®cation of these upward currents well could be the cause of the setup of a ®eld-aligned potential drop due to the loss-cone current limitation, resulting in the observed electron acceleration/ion deceleration. Characteristic widths of the sheets/bursts of accelerated electrons/decelerated ions are of order of several kilometers at ionospheric altitudes which translates to several tens to a 1000 km at the outer cusp.
To conclude, on a larger scale, combination of ground-based magnetometer data collected during the whole SMC interval allowed us to construct the 2D pattern of the equivalent current on the dayside (Despirak et al., 1994) . According to this pattern, the pass of A3 occurred at the dusk side of the convection throat where the convection stream lines in the postnoon-toprenoon direction had a signi®cant component perpendicular to the A3 satellite orbit 840N. The ion dispersion-V structure observed thus may correspond to a scan across dierent stream lines and then was related also to the lateral extent of the merging region at the magnetopause/cusp.
Cusp reconnection and cross-polar cap potential dierence
We assume now that the``cusp proper'' is the region of open ®eld lines due to the just recently reconnected magnetic¯ux. If this indeed is the case, the reconnection rate can be evaluated from its width and lateral extent together with the time needed for a plasma¯ux tube to cross it. Then the contribution of the cusp reconnection voltage to the total cross-tail potential dierence can be evaluated in a way already followed by Cambou and Galperin (1974) .
As stated in Sect. 4.1, the average extent of the``cusp proper'' in ILAT was $0.73°(or $80 km) for an ion energy¯ux exceeding 10 A3 erg (cm 2 s)
A1
; the corresponding extent in MLT was evaluated to be between 2.6 and 3.4 h MLT (or 1350±1750 km) at the ionospheric E-region altitudes below the cusp. Now, by multiplying the average magnetic ®eld value at f $ 0X5 G, with the average instantaneous area of the``cusp proper'', we estimate the recently merged magnetic¯ux U as 0.54±0.70´10
7 Wb. The average plasma drift velocity across the cusp close to the convection throat can be estimated by using the ®t parameter Xh obtained for each of the two dispersion structures observed by the A3 satellite, 3.396 and 3.964 km s A1 i , respectively. If we assume that the subsolar reconnection point is located at a radial distance of 10 i (the distance along the ®eld line being $ 15 i ), the minimal convection velocity component (along the A3 trajectory) may be estimated to be of the order of 0.36 km/s, on the average. This value is lower than the evaluation, 0.6 km/s (or E = 30 mV/m), from the ground measurements presented in Despirak et al. (1994) and than the average value found by Newell and Meng (1995) along the separatrix. It is evident that if the reconnection region is located in the outer cusp as low as h $ 7 i as was deduced by Woch and Lundin (1992b) (and not near the subsolar point), the convection velocity component inferred from A3 results will be greater, about 0.48 km/s, but still lower than 0.6 km/s. Evidently, due to a large angle of the trajectory with the stream lines, these are only lower estimates of the actual convection velocity y along the stream lines. Now, adopting this latter lower bound for the value of y and knowing the time spent by a plasma¯ux tube in crossing the``cusp proper'' (the time s of the magnetospheric magnetic¯ux removal, or opening), this combination allows us to estimate the cusp merging contribution, p as, to the total cross-polar cap potential dierence (Cambou and Galperin, 1974 ). It appears that U ranges from $32 to $42 kV, and thus amounts to a quite signi®cant part of the total cross-polar cap potential dierence tot 80±90 kV evaluated from other data by Yahnin et al. (1994) and Sergeev et al. (1996) . Newell and Meng (1995) , from low-energy ion cut-o measurements, determined the average merging rate as 31.4 V/km along the reconnection line projection at ionospheric altitudes. Multiplying the length of the merging line estimated from the NOAA satellite data as the longitudinal extent of the``cusp proper'' (1350± 1750 km), by the value 31.4 V/km, we have 42.4± 54.9 kV, similar to the earlier estimate. These values are consistent with the typical total potential drop evaluated by Newell and Meng (1995) from the cusp average longitudinal length ($1500 km) for a somewhat higher average ILAT value. Thus the approach by Newell and Meng (1995) also leads to rather high values of U derived from the low-energy ion data in the``cusp proper''.
The extent of the``cusp proper'' in ILAT and MLT observed during this SMC period seems rather close to the typical. The``cusp proper'' is extended, or widened, in comparison with a``spot'' in average extended to 500 km in longitude as observed by Cambou and Galperin (1974) , during quiet conditions. This extension, or widening, during the times of intensive merging is consistent with the predictions by and with the experimental results by Maynard et al. (1997) from particle measurements along an extended cusp.
If these two independent evaluations of the U value from the ion precipitation data in the``cusp proper'' are indeed reasonable, it can be concluded that the merging at the outer cusp/dayside magnetopause region during the SMC is responsible for a signi®cant fraction of the total potential dierence tot across the polar cap. If that were true, the pattern of stationary equipotentials would be more concentrated in the convection throat region near the cusp than typical polar cap convection patterns suggest. This situation apparently is not speci®c for the SMC period in question, as the results by Newell and Meng (1995) suggest that the dayside merging during IMF-f z`0 indeed usually plays a signi®cant role in the total potential dierence across the polar cap. Just recently a similar conclusion was reached by Baker et al. (1997) from the Goose Bay HF-radar data during a period with IMF-f z`0 . At the same time, as was shown by Newell and Sibeck (1993) , the FTE events contribute only a minor fraction of tot . So the largescale convection pattern, not its small-scale variations, must determine the potential drop across the convection throat, or along the``cusp proper''. Apparently further studies are needed to resolve this inconsistency of the convection patterns expected and observed in the cusp region.
It may be considered (see Lockwood, 1997 ) that at least a part of the LLBL in the cusp region is located on the open ®eld lines placing the open-closed ®eld boundary equatorward from the``cusp proper''. For the observations described above this boundary most probably was crossed at 0738:54 UT where several distinct phenomena including the exceptional 100 eV ion spike occurred (see Sect. 3.1), which indeed was located equatorward from the``cusp proper''. Then it may be apparent that the evaluation of the magnetic ux U through the``cusp proper'' divided by the convection time s across it, as was used by Cambou and Galperin (1974) , cannot be used for the estimate of the potential dierence U across the convection throat. However it is easy to show that the estimate of U does not depend on the width of the cusp, v k , calculated along the streamlines. It depends only on its longitudinal (cross-throat) extent v c and the convection velocity y along the stream lines (or across the separatrix):
fv k v c as, where s v k a y ; thus v c y f. It follows that if the mapping of the reconnection line, or band, to the cusp region is narrow and located equatorward from the``cusp proper'', the validity of the estimate of U is not aected. The main error in this evaluation is due to the approximate value of the convection velocity in the throat used here. From the lower estimate made and that from the large-scale convection pattern deduced from ground-based data in Despirak et al. (1994) it seems that this error does not aect our conclusions.
It may be suggested, according to Newell et al. (1991a) , that a much broader region of the dayside magnetopause must be involved for the penetration of the magnetosheath plasma needed to supply the mantle particles observed in a wide MLT range at ionospheric altitudes on the dayside. If this is indeed the case, then the approach by Cambou and Galperin (1974) , used here to evaluate the potential dierence from the``cusp'' are and the time for this¯ux removal, incorporates to the merged magnetic¯ux a number of additional contributions collected from all the spread/patchy/ diusive particle entries throughout the dayside magnetopause. When combined with the contribution form the LLBL at the¯anks on each side, it could be sucient to cover the total potential drop across the polar cap if it indeed maps to ionospheric altitudes.
However, validity of MHD-based electric ®eld mapping from high magnetospheric altitudes to the ionosphere may be questionable, especially in dynamic situations when the ®nite AlfveÂ n wave velocity eects may be involved (see Galperin, 1995; Galperin and Feldstein, 1996) . On the nightside magnetosphere large discrepancies sometimes were found by Matsuoka et al. (1996) when comparing magnetospheric and ionospheric electric ®elds/plasma¯ows simultaneously measured by GEOTAIL and EXOS-D. These considerations and observations indicate that some caution is needed when comparing the MHD mapping-based electric ®eld and convection velocity data from widely separated magnetospheric regions.
Thus, analysis of the nature and location of the generator(s) of the cross-tail/cross polar cap potential drop, as well as derivation of the dayside merging characteristics from the low-altitude cusp measurements, may still involve unsolved problems in the SMC conditions also.
5``Shutter'' action in the outer cusp
One of the problems of the cusp ion injections is the location, extent and time development of the ion source region. While many researchers believe that it is the reconnection line at the front side magnetopause, there is also ample evidence for its location, at least occasional in the outer cusp (see, for example, Woch and Lundin 1992b; Yamauchi and Lundin 1997 and references therein) . Their evaluation of distances to the source from ion energy dispersion and electric drift velocity (as in Sect. 4.4 by using A3 data), or from pure time-ofight eects, sometimes give distances in the range $7± 10 i which are consistent with the outer cusp, while in another case larger distances are found consistent with the dayside magnetopause.
Step-like features in the energy-time spectrograms in the cusp were interpreted as an evidence of short-time (1±2 min) bursts of the reconnection (see, Escoubet et al., 1992; Lockwood, 1994; Yamauchi and Lundin, 1994 ). Here we would like to indicate a possibility of a``shutter'' action of the strong plasma turbulence in the plasma stagnation region of the outer cusp as a potentially possible important modulator of the cusp ion beams presumably originated at the dayside magnetopause or in the outer cusp itself. Observations at the outer cusp by two satellites, INTERBALL-1 and MAGION-4, of the multipoint INTERBALL space project (Galeev et al., 1996) reveal hot highly turbulent stagnant plasma where localized ($hundreds to thousands of km) magnetic uctuations, by an order of magnitude, associated with particle populations moving in dierent directions, are sometimes seen (Savin et al., 1997) . However, the relative amplitude of the magnetic¯uctuations rapidly decreases at lower altitudes.
We suggest that the``shutter'' action of the turbulent plasma may result as a local``percolation'' of the current layers in the stagnant plasma region. The percolation of a series of magnetopause current layers by magnetosheath plasma as a result of plasma turbulence was earlier considered by Galeev et al. (1986) . In our scenario for the cusp ion injection, an ion beam emerging from an outside reconnection site (at the dayside magnetopause, or at the outer layers of the stagnant plasma region) sometimes can get through the whole stagnant region and reach low altitudes as a result of such a percolation, but occurring within the stagnant plasma region in the outer cusp. The time scale of such a percolation may be evaluated knowing the average bulk plasma velocities in the stagnant region, tens of kilometers (Savin et al., 1997) and their spatial scales evaluated (hundreds of kilometers), which leads to tens of seconds of time. This is in an order of magnitude agreement with the duration of thè`r econnection bursts'' deduced, for example, by Lockwood (1994) from low-altitude particle data in the``cusp proper''. Such a``shutter'' in its various forms is suggested here to be responsible for the observed rapid changes in the source distance, and in its variable time developments, for various ion dispersion forms observed in the cusp by the VIKING satellite (Yamauchi and Lundin, 1994) . If such a``shutter'' really modulates ion injections in the``cusp proper'', no reliable information can be deduced from their characteristics about the merging rate at the subsolar magnetopause or at external regions of the outer cusp. We hope that a careful analysis of the conjugate passes of the INTER-BALL satellites and, possibly, also of low-altitude ones, and some luck in space-time development of the cusp injections relative to the satellite's orbits, will make it possible to check the``shutter'' idea.
Another, but probably related problem in the cusp data interpretation, is a large latitudinal extent of the outer cusp which seems to be wider than its ionospheric projection as revealed by two-point studies of the cusp region at high altitudes including the outer cusp region (Simunek et al., 1997) . We can suggest that the highly turbulent region in the outer cusp extends wider in latitude than the``cusp proper'' plasma¯ux tubes, just as another consequence of the``shutter'' concept described above: for each ion injection, the extent of the``percolation'' region in much smaller than of the stagnant plasma region itself. The``shutter'' scenario of pulsed magnetosheath ion penetration to low altitudes, if time-averaged, resembles diusion through a boundary discussed long ago by Rei et al. (1977) . However if single injections are well separated, the resulting low-altitude pattern will be dierent, and successive ion dispersed structures should persist and be easily detected as in the A3 pass presented here. A sketch of the gross cusp structure which includes these conjectures, still to be checked against direct measurements, is presented in Fig. 6 .
Summary and conclusions
During a unique SMC period on November 24, 1981, analysis of the combination of cusp/cleft data provided by an AUREOL-3 single crossing (pass 840N) and multiple crossings by NOAA-6 and N0AA-7 satellites, led to the following conclusions.
1. The general structure of the dayside precipitation region observed in the cusp/cleft region was close to the typical one described by Meng (1987, 1992b) , and Woch and Lundin (1992a, b) , for the relevant interplanetary magnetic ®eld and plasma conditions. It includes, at least, the diuse auroral precipitation region, the``boundary cusp'' region, or LLBL mapping to ionosphere,``cusp proper'' and mantle-type ion precipitation regions. 2. The latitudinal location, the ILAT-MLT extent of the cusp, and the large-scale pattern of the ®eld-aligned currents in the cusp-mantle regions are consistent with the results of the previous statistical studies. 3. Multiple small-scale FAC loops, or double-sheet currents, are imbedded both in the weak large-scale downward and in the upward current regions in the cusp and mantle regions, respectively. The upward current of each small-scale current loop is mostly carried by lowenergy electrons. The perpendicular duration/scale of these current loops is of order of 3±10 s or 20±70 km, with an upward current branch of about 2±3 s or 10± 20 km. Such current sheets are comparable in width and FAC intensity to arc-like features often observed in thè`b oundary cusp'' region. These widths can be translated at the outer cusp to dimensions of several tens to a 1000 km. Such scales of the FAC generators at the outer cusp deserve a detailed study from the available and future measurements from high-altitude spacecraft. 4. Very intense short-duration ( 1X5 s) intensity spikes of 100 eV ions are found in the cusp region on the injection ®eld lines of small-scale dispersion structures. Ion acceleration at low or medium altitudes (by kinetic AlfveÂ n waves, or quasi-steady electric potential dierence), is suggested for their explanation. 5. The contribution from the cusp reconnection to the total cross-polar cap potential drop tot was evaluated using two methods based on the ion precipitation data. It appeared to be quite signi®cant, although the validity of such deductions based on the electric ®eld mapping, stays questionable. 6. A``shutter'' scenario is suggested for the ion beam injection/penetration through the stagnant plasma region in the outer cusp to explain the pulsating nature of the particle injections in the low-and mediumaltitude cusp region, and the latitudinal extent of thè`c usp proper'' which is narrower at low altitudes than at the outer cusp.
